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**Algorism** The Euclidean algorithm
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5. end
6. return $x$

$\text{rem}(a, b)$ is the remainder when $a$ is divided by $b$. 
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**Key idea**

Model algorithms as sets of sequences over appropriate universes of objects.
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**Question**

What does it mean for an algorithm to be constructed from basic operations?
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- Algorithms are describable by finite texts.
- At the same time, algorithms are language independent.

A finite control equivalence is a control equivalence with a finite number of equivalence classes, each using a finite stock of operations.

**Thesis**

An algorithm is a set of execution traces equipped with a finite control equivalence.
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Two perspectives on algorithms (at least)

An orthodox definition

An algorithm is a finite sequence of instructions that:

- is unambiguous;
- is deterministic;
- uses fixed finitary operations;
- is guaranteed to solve its task;
- takes a finite amount of time.

Consequences of my thesis

An algorithm is a non-syntactic object that:

- may be under-determined;
- need not be deterministic;
- may use arbitrary operations;
- may be incorrect;
- could never halt (or more!).

Standard accounts of algorithms start from computability theory.
Examples abound of algorithms which violate the standard conditions.
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1. A clear distinction between the two perspectives on algorithms:
   - The sense of algorithm familiar from computability theory (the effective procedures perspective)
   - The sense of algorithm used when considering named algorithms (the distinct methods perspective)

2. A careful analysis of the concept of an algorithm from the distinct methods perspective:
   - A trace-based framework within which the analysis proceeds
   - A set of principles that algorithms satisfy
   - A set of desiderata for any account of algorithms to meet

3. A formal definition of finite control trace sets for a restricted class of algorithms, with associated results:
   - Finite control trace sets meet the desiderata and satisfy the principles
   - Every finite control trace set can be specified by a finite text
   - The recovery of computability theory using finite control trace sets
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